Abstract. The aim of this study was to identify the molecular mechanisms and biological pathways associated with the anticancer effects of atorvastatin. For this purpose, we conducted cell-based microarray and bioinformatic analyses to determine the effect of atorvastatin exposure on endothelial cell response. The results of bioinformatic analysis performed using the Connectivity Map (cMap) to examine the atorvastatin-induced changes in gene expression in the human umbilical vein endothelial cell line, EA.hy926, indicated that treatment with 10 µM of atorvastatin for 24 h upregulated the expression of 295 genes and downregulated the expression of 354 genes by 2-fold compared to the control treatment. The gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA), the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) pathway analysis, and Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of differentially expressed genes revealed that Kruppel-like factors (KLFs) and cell cycle-related genes were the genes most significantly affected by atorvastatin treatment. The upregulation of KLFs and the downregulation of the cell cycle-related genes, including cyclin (CCN)A2, CCNE2, CCNB1 and CCNB2, were validated by real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). A comparison of the gene expression profile of atorvastatin-treated cells with that of the control cells and with that of 6,100 compounds in the cMap database revealed that the profile of atorvastatin-treated cells was highly similar to that of histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor-treated cells. Therefore, these results suggest that atorvastatin acts as an HDAC, a G1/S (start) and a G2/M (mitosis) cell cycle inhibitor. These findings provide evidence of the feasibility of the use of atorvastatin as an anticancer drug.
Introduction
As a cholesterol-lowering therapy, the administration of the 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl co-enzyme (HMG-CoA) reductase inhibitors, commonly known as statins, has become increasingly widespread. Statins have been found to exert biological effects at the cellular and molecular levels that contribute not only to their cholesterol-lowering effect but also to their cholesterol-independent pleiotropic mechanisms (1). These properties, together with the high safety profile of statins, have fueled research into the potential of expanding indications for statin therapy for certain populations, such as lower-risk individuals without hyperlipidemia but with elevated high-sensitivity C-reactive protein levels. Among these studies, the Justification for the Use of Statins in Primary Prevention (JUPITER) trial found that the administration of rosuvastatin as a form of primary prevention significantly reduced the incidence of major cardiovascular disease (2, 3) .
Increased research into statin therapy has initiated a controversy that has endured for over a decade, mainly of whether an association exists between statin use and cancer. The findings of studies that have investigated this correlation have been conflicting. Among them, the Simvastatin and Ezetimibe in Aortic Stenosis (SEAS) trial reported a higher incidence of cancer in an experimental group that underwent simvastatinezetimibe therapy compared to a control group (4) . By contrast, a retrospective cohort analysis of approximately 46,000 propensity-matched pairs of 11 million adult Americans demonstrated no statistically significant increased risk of cancer with statin therapy (5) , nor did a study of elderly patients (6) . Interestingly, evidence that inspired our aim to determine the true correlation between statins and cancer was based on a study that found a correlation between lovastatin therapy and a reduction in colorectal cancer risk in postmenopausal women (7) . Compared to the conflicting clinical results obtained by these previous studies, a number of recent studies on human cancer cell lines and animal tumor models have obtained more consistent results. Based on these findings, it is hypothesized that statins possess chemopreventive properties that arrest cell cycle progression, leading to the induction of apoptosis (1) , inhibition of cell proliferation (8) , or inhibition of angiogenesis (9) .
As the growth and metastasis of most tumors are angiogenesis-dependent, tumor cell proliferation, as well as endothelial cell proliferation and activity, both of which are involved in microvasculature formation, control the progress of tumor development (10) . In order to discover the molecular mechanism of the antitumor effect of atorvastatin, this study conducted cell-based microarray analysis using the EA.hy.926 human endothelial cell line to obtain a better understanding of the possible effects of atorvastatin exposure on endothelial cell responses and to identify the molecular mechanisms and biological pathways associated with the anticancer effects of atorvastatin. We applied the gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (v2.07, Broad Institute), the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) (Bioinformatics Resources, 6.7), and the Connectivity Map (cMap) to analyze the microarray data. GSEA is a computational method used to determine whether a pre-defined set of genes shows statistically significant differences between 2 biological states (11) . DAVID extracts biological features associated with large gene lists (12) . The cMap is a collection of gene expression profiles from cultured human cell lines that are treated with diverse bioactive small molecules. The current collection (build 02) contains data for 6,100 treatment instances representing 1,309 discrete small molecules, which help in understanding 'connections' among drugs, genes and diseases, and find new uses for existing drugs (13) .
Materials and methods
Cell culture. The human umbilical vein endothelial cell line, EA.hy926, was purchased from the Cell Bank of the Institute of Cellular Biology at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, China. Cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37˚C in a humidified atmosphere containing 95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 . Atorvastatin (NICPBP, Beijing, China) was dissolved in stock 10 mM dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) and added to the cells at the indicated concentrations for the entire incubation period. The final concentration of DMSO never exceeded 0.1%.
Analysis of differential gene expression. After EA.hy926 cells had been collected subsequent to incubation with atorvastatin (10 µM) or the control (DMSO) for 24 h, the Affymetrix U133A Plus 2.0 GeneChip (CapitalBio Corp., Beijing, China) was used to assay each group of cells 3 times to determine the gene expression profiles. Total-RNA was extracted from 5x10 6 cells with TRIzol ® (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions and purified using RNeasy spin columns (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The quality of the RNA was assessed by performing gel electrophoresis and by determining the optical density (OD) 260/OD 280 ratio. After cDNA had been synthesized from DNase-treated total-RNA (7 µg) using the Superscript II double-stranded cDNA synthesis kit (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA), it was used for in vitro transcription in the presence of biotin-labeled ribonucleotides (biotin-11-CTPs und biotin-16-UTPs) to yield biotin-labeled cRNA. The biotin-labeled RNA fragments were then hybridized to the probe array during 16 h of incubation before staining the array with streptavidin-phycoerythrin conjugate and scanning it using the GeneChip ® Scanner 3000. Finally, the hybridization results were analyzed using the Affymetrix GeneChip Operating Software Version 1.4.
GSEA. Based on the entire microarray profiles using predefined gene sets, GSEA applies novel computational methods to detect pathways that may serve as targets for novel therapeutics (11) . Two categories of pre-defined gene sets in the Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB) were selected for analysis: the C4 set, a computational gene set defined by mining large collections of cancer-oriented microarray data that includes cancer gene neighborhoods and cancer modules, and the C5 set, a Gene Ontology (GO) molecular function gene set derived from the Molecular Function Ontology database (14) . The gene sets included in the analysis were limited to those that contained between 10 and 500 genes. Permutation was conducted 1,000 times according to default-weighted enrichment statistics and by using a signal-to-noise metric to rank genes according to their differential expression levels across the atorvastatin and DMSO groups. Significant gene sets were defined as those with a nominal P-value <0.05.
DAVID.
The probe sets of overexpressed and underexpressed genes in the atorvastatin and DMSO groups were uploaded to DAVID maintained by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) (12) . Using the DAVID functional annotation tool version 6.7, gene annotation enrichment analysis, functional annotation clustering, BioCarta and KEGG pathway mapping, gene-disease correlation analyses were performed. cMap analysis. cMap only includes gene data from Affymetrix HG-U133A probe sets. The gene sets belonging to Affymetrix HG-U133A Plus 2.0 probe sets, but not to Affymetrix HG-U133A probe sets were excluded, and the remaining gene sets were further processed.
All mapped probe sets remaining after the above exclusion process and indicating a 2-fold difference in gene upregulation or downregulation between the atorvastatin and DMSO groups were entered into the cMap (15) . In the latest dataset version (build 02) of the cMap, which contains 6,100 expression profiles representing 4 cultured human cell lines (MCF7 breast cancer epithelial cell line, PC3 prostate cancer cell line, HL60 nonepithelial leukemia cell line and SKMEL5 melanoma cell line) treated with 1,309 bioactive small molecules (13), gene expression profiles of instance sets are rank ordered by descending connectivity scores as calculated by Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics. Permutation tests were performed to estimate the significance of the instance sets ranked by the connectivity scores, with negative scores indicating that treatment with a compound altered the probe sets in a manner opposite to one if they were altered by atorvastatin treatment.
Real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis. RNA was extracted using TRIzol and quantified by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm for reverse transcription analysis using the One Step RT-PCR kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. After cDNA samples (2 µl) were amplified in 20 µl of 1X SYBR ® -Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), RT-PCR was performed on duplicate samples using the ABI PRISM ® 7300 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) with the following cycling parameters: initial denaturation at 95˚C for 10 min, 40 cycles of denaturation at 95˚C for 15 sec, and annealing/extension at 61˚C for 31 sec. Data were normalized to human glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mRNA levels as an endogenous control and expressed relative to the DMSO-treated control using the 2 -ΔΔCt method. The primers (Table I) were designed using Primer Express ® Primer Design Software V3.0 (Applied Biosystems).
Microarray analysis.
To identify genes that were differentially expressed in the atorvastatin and DMSO groups, the expression level of each gene was transformed into a log2 base. The SAM algorithm was applied to the gene expression arrays from the 3 replicates of each group to perform cluster analysis using Cluster 3.0 and TreeView software.
Results
Expression profiles of the atorvastatin and DMSO groups. The 3 replicates within the atorvastatin group were found with a high degree of pair-wise correlation in terms of the log2 gene expression. By contrast, the expression profiles of the 3 replicates were found to differ dramatically from those of the DMSO control group. Specifically, the results indicated that 295 genes were upregulated and 354 genes downregulated by >2-fold in the atorvastatin group compared with the DMSO group (Fig. 1) .
Downregulation of cancer modules 397, 372, 485 and 438.
According to the GSEA results, the gene sets in the MSigDB C4-designated modules 397, 372, 485 and 438, all of which are highly enriched in cancer cells compared with normal cells, were significantly downregulated in the atorvastatin group compared with the DMSO group ( Fig. 2A and B) . According to the Stanford University module map, liver cancer cell lines are enriched in the induced arrays of modules 397, 372, 485 and 438; B lymphoma cell lines in the induced genes of modules 438 and 485; hematological cancer, adenocarcinoma and breast cancer cell lines in the induced arrays of module 397; small cell lung cancer cell lines in the upregulated genes in modules 397 and 372; and P53-positive hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines in module 485 (16) . Based on this map and the possibility that atorvastatin may repress the overexpression of genes in modules 397, 372, 485 and 438 compared with the DMSO control, it was concluded that atorvastatin had exerted an antitumor effect through these genes in the cancer modules.
The leading genes in the gene sets in the atorvastatin and DMSO groups were compared, including ATAD2, which is required for histone hyperacetylation and may be involved in the estrogen-induced cell proliferation and cell cycle progression of breast cancer cells; the cell division cycle (CDC) homolog 6 gene, which is involved in the initiation of DNA replication; the kinesin family member 2C gene (KIF2C), which promotes ATP-dependent removal of tubulin dimers from microtubules and regulates the microtubule turnover during the kinetochore and chromosome segregation that occurs during mitosis; and CDC20, which is required for nuclear movement prior to anaphase and chromosome separation, both of which are microtubule-dependent processes ( Fig. 2C and D) . According to the GO annotation of the cancer module gene sets, these genes are involved in DNA replication and microtubule genesis. Therefore, there is a possibility that atorvastatin regulates genes belonging to these cancer modules, inhibits DNA replication, and removes tubulin dimers from microtubules.
A consistent finding in the present study was that multiple gene sets related to the cell cycle regulation in C5 GO biological processes were also downregulated in the atorvastatin group compared with the DMSO group. Several cell cycle regulators, including Cdk2, Cdk4, CDC25A, CDC25C, cyclin (CCN) A2, CCNE2, CDC6, CDC7, CDCA5 and KIF11, essential in the control and promotion of the cell cycle at the G1/S (start) and the G2/M (mitosis) transitions, were also found to be downregulated in the atorvastatin group (Figs. 3A and B and 4) .
Gene annotation enrichment analysis, BioCarta and KEGG pathway mapping. Analysis of the 354 genes downregulated by >2-fold in the atorvastatin group compared with the DMSO group using the DAVID functional annotation tool, revealed that the genes in annotation cluster 1 with the highest enrichment were involved in cell cycle regulation, cell division, microtubule cytoskeleton formation and mitosis (Fig. 5A) . The BioCarta and KEGG pathways that were found to be significantly impacted by atorvastatin treatment are involved in the signaling of cancer and the regulation of the cell cycle and cell metabolism (Fig. 5A) . A comparison of the DAVID and GSEA results indicated that the cell cycle regulation and cyclin pathways were the most commonly affected pathways by atorvastatin treatment, suggesting that the mechanism underlying the anticancer pharmacological effect of atorvastatin is the negative regulation of the cell cycle. In addition, the gene-disease association indicated an association with cancer, particularly breast cancer (Fig. 5B) .
Analysis of the 295 genes upregulated by >2-fold in the atorvastatin group compared with the DMSO group using the DAVID functional annotation tool at a medium level of gene functional classification stringency, revealed that the genes with the highest enrichment were involved in the regulation of transcription factors, specifically the Kruppel-like factors (KLFs) 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 13. This finding of significant upregulation of KLFs in the atorvastatin group compared with the DMSO group is in accordance with recent in vitro and in vivo research demonstrating that KLFs suppress tumor growth in certain types of cancer (17, 18) . cMap analysis of related compounds. To identify related therapeutic compounds that may exert an effect on the gene expression similar to that of atorvastatin, gene expression analysis of 395 genes was performed, 155 of which were upregulated >2-fold and 240 of which were downregulated >2-fold in the atorvastatin group compared with the DMSO group. With the aim of identifying similar patterns in gene expression changes that may explain functional connections among drugs, genes, and diseases (19), 17 compounds whose profiles were highly similar to those of atorvastatin (P<0.001) were identified (Fig. 6A) . Interestingly, the profile of the histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor, MS-275, was mostly similar with the profiles of 2 other HDAC inhibitors (trichostatin A and vorinostat), also highly similar (Fig. 6B) . In multiple instances, the profiles of Wnt/mTOR/PKC-δ-ERK1/2 inhibitors, resveratrol and protein synthesis inhibitors were also highly similar to those of atorvastatin (Fig. 6A) . Moreover, the results of cMap analysis performed to examine the profiles of simvastatin and lovastatin indicated that they positively correlated with the profiles of trichostatin A and vorinostat, a result that accords with that of a prior study that examined the chemical structure of statins (20) .
Validation of microarray gene expression findings. The differential expression of 4 genes in the cell cycle pathway and 7 transcription factor genes were validated by quantitative RT-PCR on samples obtained from EA.hy926 cells that had been treated with atorvastatin and DMSO in a separate experiment. The selected genes were CCNB2, CCNB1, CCNA2 and CCNE2 and the selected transcription factors were KLFs 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 13. Whereas the PCR results and the microarray analysis results were concordant regarding the magnitude of the changes in the expression of the genes examined (Fig. 7) , the PCR results indicated that the magnitude of the change in the expression of various transcription factors (KLFs 2, 3, 4, 7 and 13) examined was greater compared to the microarray analysis results. 
Discussion
In recent years, statins have been widely prescribed for middleaged and elderly patients as part of a life-long therapeutic regimen, calling for greater research into their safety and toxicity. To date, most retrospective research has found no statistically significant increase in the risk of cancer or metastasis with statin use (21-23) . Furthermore, laboratory analysis has indicated that hydrophobic statins, such as simvastatin and fluvastatin, but not hydrophilic pravastatin may inhibit the cancer cell progression via alteration of the equilibrium between pro-and anti-inflammatory cytokines (24) or the downregulation of SATB1 (25) in colon cancer cells and the inhibition of NFκB and Raf/MEK pathways in pancreatic cancer cells (26) .
While the results of population studies remain controversial, the results of several clinical trials have suggested that long-term use of statins may reduce the risk of gastric cancer (27) and is associated with less advanced tumor stage or lower frequency of distant metastases in patients with colorectal cancer (28, 29) or prostate cancer (30) . However, the results of other clinical trials and meta-analyses of these trials have indicated that statin use does not prevent cancer (31) (32) (33) , while the results of other trials have suggested that statins have a dichotomous effect, being either cancer-inhibiting or promoting in certain environments (6, 34) . Several factors may account for the conflicting clinical results, including the examination of different populations in different studies, the use of relatively short-term follow-up periods, and the use of a design in which the primary endpoint is not cancer development.
As statins are widely prescribed worldwide for increasingly longer periods, it is extremely important to comprehensively examine the possible applications of statins in cancer therapy. The results of recent in vitro studies, which are relatively consistent, have indicated that statins may exert an anticancer effect on cancer cells via multiple mechanisms. As endothelial recruitment and endothelial interactions in the tumor microenvironment are considered critical in tumorigenesis and cancer metastasis (35) , examining the impact of statin therapy on endothelial cells may reveal the anticancer mechanism of statins. To satisfy this research requirement, the present study conducted DNA microarray analysis and drug-induced genome-wide transcriptional mapping, which is used to examine the action of drug targets and predict adverse effects (36), of cell samples taken from the endothelial cell line, EA.hy926.
The results of the microanalysis indicated that treatment with 10 µM of atorvastatin induced the upregulation or downregulation of 649 genes by 2-fold compared to treatment with DMSO, the control treatment. The results of gene function annotation and pathway analyses using GSEA and the DAVID functional annotation tool database were consistent, both indicating that atorvastatin represses the expression of genes enriched in cancer modules 397, 372, 485 and 438, which are involved in DNA replication and microtubule cytoskeleton formation. These genes, which include CDC6, CDC20, CDC7, CDC25A, CDC25C, CCNA2 and CCNE2, are essential in the control of the cell cycle at the G1/S (start) and the G2/M (mitosis) transitions. These results suggest that atorvastatin inhibits the endothelial cell cycle through multiple targets and, since endothelial cells are widely distributed in vivo, may play a role in tumor formation and metastasis in many cancers. The results of PCR analysis, which was performed to confirm the downregulation of genes involved in regulation of the G1/S and G2/M transitions, such as CCNA2, CCNE2, CCNB1 and CCNB2, are in agreement with the results of the microarray analysis. Moreover, the results of both real-time PCR and microarray analysis of the effect of atorvastatin on transcription factors, which confirmed the reliability of the GeneChip data, indicated that atorvastatin enhanced the expression of several KLFs, which can both activate and repress genes that participate in cell cycle regulation. Among the different KLFs, KLFs 2, 4, 6, 9 and 10 have important tumor-suppressing functions (37, 38) .
The cMap results indicated that the gene expression signature of atorvastatin positively correlated with that of HDAC, proteasome and Wnt inhibitors, and particularly with the gene expression signatures of the HDAC inhibitors, MS-275, trichostatin A and vorinostat, whose signatures were mostly similar to the signature of atorvastatin. These results, which indicate that atorvastatin may serve as an HDAC inhibitor in cancer therapy, are supported by those of a previous study, which also performed computational modeling, and found that the carboxylic acid moiety of statins directly interacted with the catalytic site of HDAC2 and, in a subsequent assay, that statins inhibited HDAC2 activity, indicating that they may exert an antitumor effect as HDAC inhibitors (39) . Although only cancer cell lines are included in the cMap, the drug-induced gene expression profiles have been found to be concordant across cell lines, tissues and even organ systems, as signatures are often conserved across diverse cell types and settings (13, 36) .
In conclusion, the results of this cell-based microarray and bioinformatic analysis of atorvastatin and related compounds using GSEA, the DAVID functional annotation tool, and the cMap database provide great insights into the molecular mechanism underlying the impact of atorvastatin therapy on endothelial cells and the connection between regulatory pathways at different phases of the cell cycle, all of which support the use of statins in cancer therapy. Specifically, statins exert an antitumor effect by promoting the upregulation of KLFs and the downregulation of cell cycle-related genes, such as CCNA2, CCNE2, CCNB1 and CCNB2, which inhibits both the G1/S and G2/M transitions and forms a network of tumor suppressors. Detailed analysis of the differences in gene expression between the atorvastatin and DMSO control groups indicates that HDAC inhibitors may also exert a tumor-suppressive effect, either when used synergistically with or as substitutes for atorvastatin. These data may be further used to investigate the anticancer mechanism of statins in cancer cells and animals. Subsequent prospective clinical trials should be performed to confirm the beneficial effects of statins in cancer therapy.
